ISC West Returns to March, Registrations Outpacing 2021

After several years of disruption, security expo and conference ISC West returns to its traditional March spot on the calendar. Event organizers say registered attendance is pacing well ahead of last year at this time and the number of exhibitors has already doubled 2021.

The Covid-19 pandemic forced the cancellation of ISC West entirely in 2020 and resulted in a move to July last year. The schedule change, along with persisting travel restrictions for many businesses, limited attendance at what has become the security industry’s largest annual event. Industry stakeholders, however, agree that having...
Drones Dropping Contraband Into Prisons Highlights Challenge For Security Pros

Prisons are experiencing a problem that many security departments trying to protect secure facilities or critical infrastructure are facing. How do you defend against small, unmanned vehicles infiltrating a secure perimeter? The upcoming ISC West event in Las Vegas will feature several sessions as part of the SIA Education@ISC program that address this challenge.

In a recent story in South Carolina, seventy grams of marijuana were nearly dropped...

SIA Seeks Mentors For New TIME Program

Security Industry Association (SIA) has put the call out for seasoned industry professionals to serve as mentors in the 2022 TIME program.

The new mentorship program from the Security Industry Association and its RISE Committee is for early and mid-career professionals. The Talent, Inclusion, Mentorship and Education (TIME) program is designed to promote diversity, equity, inclusion and empowerment of underrepresented identities in the security industry by creating...
ARCHIVED WHITE PAPERS

In partnership with the some of the most innovative businesses in the industry, ISC News produces informative and timely white papers on the most important topics affecting our industry today. Discover all the information you need to keep your business (and career) ahead of new threats and learn more below from some of our most recent archived white papers. If interested in co-producing or promoting an upcoming ISC News White Paper, contact your ISC Sales Representative today.

Are Your Technology Providers Keeping You in The Dark?
Presented By: NVT Phybridge

How Security Adds Value to Your Business: Leveraging Access Control Data in a Post-COVID Environment
Presented By: Schneider Electric

Why Monitoring Security Storage Hardware Provides A Better Customer Experience
Presented By: Seneca
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